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portantly for Seymour, reflexive and non-serious
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environmentalism while simultaneously offering

(2018). Rather than a quest for correct or correc‐

more enjoyable and relatable forms of environ‐

tive affect, Bad Environmentalism and bad envi‐

mental affect and engagement through humor, ob‐

ronmentalism together “offer a different way to do

scenity, disgust, and even arousal. Here we must

politics, one that is both messy and pragmatic” (p.

take Seymour’s non-seriousness seriously in terms

232). Yet while Seymour’s text has gone bad in rela‐

of its ethical departure from the ideology of main‐

tion to the general sweep of the field’s affective

stream environmentalism: the notion of a rever‐
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ential environmentalism only reinforces the affec‐

ism’s turn to popular culture—a move all too com‐
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challenged by displacing their conflicts to the
realms of culture and individual subjectivity.

In addition to its critique of normative envi‐
ronmental attitudes, Seymour’s project doubles as
a meta-critique of environmental humanities
scholarship and its “tendency to reproduce the
same dominant affect and sensibilities found in
mainstream environmentalism, and to judge art‐
works primarily by their functionality” (p. 7). For
this reason, Seymour’s archive can be appreciated
on its own terms as both a scholarly resource and
a pragmatic workaround to the discipline’s ten‐
dency of reproducing those same authors—John
Muir, Henry David Thoreau, Aldo Leopold, Gary
Snyder,

Wendell

Berry,

and

Terry

Tempest

Williams—in whom we encounter those same
dominant sensibilities and perspectives. As unusu‐
al and shocking—or just as likely, obvious—as
these texts may seem to scholars in the field of eco‐
criticism, the “bad” archive offers a much-needed
challenge to the ruling scholarly paradigm and its
definition of a valid environmental text.
Bad Environmentalism is a provocative contri‐
bution to the field of affective ecocriticism that, I
believe, represents a decisive break from the pre‐
scriptivism inherent to the empiricist and cogni‐
tive approaches most recently exemplified by
Alexa Weik von Mossner’s Affective Ecologies: Em‐
pathy, Emotion, and Environmental Narrative
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